Shaped windows
When it comes to shaped windows, it can be hard to find a window treatment to fit and
once you find a solution can be costly. This page is available to advise you of your
options with a shaped window.
Tinting your shaped window

Pleated blinds by
Verosol Pleated blinds
can be made in pretty
much any window
shape and some can even
still be operated. They
look good and can come
in blockout sheer and
translucent light filter

If you have a shaped window in any
shape, tinting is the cheapest solution.
Tinting wont blockout the light, but will
stop some upto 70% heat and 99%UV
and even some upto 93% of the glare.
See the picture below of NS10 a dark tint
on an arched window.

fabrics. Made of 100% Polyester and anti static to make
them dust repellent, Verosols Pleated blinds are a perfect
solution. They can be custom made to fit arches, triangle
shaped windows or normal square or rectangle windows
too of course.
Face Fitted
You can of course have any blind fitted above or over the
top of a shaped window, which would cost less to
manufacture but not look anywhere near as nice.
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Shaped Shutters
Shutters are the most durable and arguably best looking
window treatment available. Made of solid timber or poly
resin with frame work round the entire shutter, they can
be custom made to fit nearly any shaped window. Some
shaped shutters can even still have movable blades to open
and close as well as hinges to open it.

All our products except Shutters are
Australian made and we only use
Australian parts and mechanisms for
our blinds so we can guarantee quality
products.

Shutters are the no.1 product for the perfect finish on your
arched or shaped window.

Plus our Installers are fully trained and
have been fitting blinds for up to 25
years so you can expect a great job
every time.
Perth Eagle Blinds has 31 years of
experience providing only the best
premium products & we always ensure
you will receive the best quality blinds
available.

“If you have a complicated window or shaped window, the team at Perth
Eagle Blinds have the experience to cover it for you”
Quoted by Paul Assinder- Sales Director/Designer

Shaped Rollers
You could even buy shaped
Roller blinds, this is an
uncommon option but is possible.
As seen in the picture to the right, Rollers
made to fit an angled window is possible, but
the blinds would be void of warranty and will
roll up unevenly as seen in the picture below.

Vertical blinds on an angle

Quality is

We have been making Vertical blinds since 1983 so
making then for an angled window is no problem
for us. They cannot be made for arched windows,
or triangle windows, but sloping windows are not a
problem, as seen in the picture on left.

